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ContractRailway constructionMethod of doing work Extra haul
and over-haul MeaningUsa geWhen it forms an ingredient of

the contractFinding of the trial judgeDocument filed at trial with

out objectionException to its admisribility taken on appeal

The appellant had contract with the respondent for work on the re

spondents line of railway which work consisted of cut and fill where

the line crossed deep ravine The old line was carried on trestle

and the new line was to be supported by fill on site adjacent to

the trestle which was to be made with the earth excavated from

bluff on the northerly side of the ravine through which the cut was to

pass The contract stiDulated for unit prices including overhaul per

yard cent and contained this clause 12 The contract prices for

the several classes of excavation shall be taken to include the cost of

depositing the material in embankments crib work and all other ex
penses connected therewith except extra haul which will only be paid

for where it exceeds five hundred 500 feet at so much per yard per
additional one hundred feet The appellant in excavating

the cut proceeded from the foot of the northerly slope of the bluff

and by circuitous route encircling the bluff on its westerly south

westerly and southerly sides carried the earth to the site ot the

embankment The appellant contended that it was entitled to be paid

for overhaul at the rate mentioned that is to say at the rate of

cent per cubic yard for every 100 feet of haul calculated by refer

ence to the length of the route actually followed in excess of 500 feet

The view of the contract advanced by the respondent was that the

contract phrases extra haul and overhaul have by usage in con
struction contracts or at all events in railway construction Contracts

special and specific meaning and that they signify that the length

of the haul in respect of which the contractor was entitled to charge

PaEsENT.Duff Mignault Newcombe Lamont and Smith JJ
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for overhaul was to be ascertained by taking the distance measured 1929

along the centre line of the railway in process of construction between

the projections first of the centre of mass of earth to be excavated

in making the cut and second of the embankment and deducting TION Co
therefrom 500 feet the projections being for this purpose the several

points on the centre line nearest the respective centres of mass The PACIFIC

trial judge 40 BC Rep 81 held that the usage alleged had not
EASTERN

been established and that the proper construction of the contract was Co
that contended for by the appellant The Court of Appeal

W.W.R 466 disagreed with this conchthion and accepted the view

advanced by the respondent

Held reversing the judgment of the Court Appeal W.W.R

466 that the alleged usage had not been proven It had been estab

lished that there was practice widely followed of inserting in railway

construction contracts clause providing for the coniputation of pay
-ment for overhaul according to the method contended for by the re

spondent but in the text hooks engineering -manuals and writings by

engineers produced there was no basis for the view that the effect of

-the words used in -the present contract is apart from such special stipu

lations what is contended by the respondent Usage of course where

it is established may annex an unexpressed incident to written con

tract but it must be reasonably certain and so notorious and so- gen

erally acquiesced in that it may be presumed to form an ingredient of

the contract Juggomohun Ghose Manickchünd Moores Indian

Appeals 263 at 282
Held also that in substance the question presented to the trial judge

was whether there was evidence to satisfy him judicially that the

alleged usage was to quote the language of Banks L.J in Laurie

Dudin 95 LJ KB 191 at 193 so all pervading and so reasonable

and so well known that everybody doing business in railway con

struction- must be assumed to know it and to contract subject to

it and the finding of the trial judge should not have been disturbed

by the appellate court

At the trial report by the Deputy Minister of Railways and

the Chief Engineer of the respondent approving the sppe1-

lants system of handling the works tendered by the appellants

counsel was à4mitte and no exception to its admissibility was

taken at any stage of the proceedings prior to the oral argument

in this court According to the record counsel forthe -respondent was

aware that the document could have been excluded if he had pressed

an objection against it and moreover he did not call either of the

gentlemen who signed the report as witness If the objection had

been pressed the appellants counsel would no doubt have felt obliged

to -call them -as witnesses himself as counsel for the respondent must

have realized but the latter seemed to have elected deliberately -not

to press the obvious objection to the document

Held that in these circumstances an exception to the admissibility of the

report taken by the respondents counsel before this court should be

considered as being raised too late

-APPEAL from the decision of the Court of Appeal fr
British Columbia reverÆing the judgment of the trial

judge Morrison nd dismissing the appellants

W.W.R 466 2- 1928 40 B.C Rep 81
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1929 action to recover for work done under railway construc

GEORGIA tion contract

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue

are stated in the head-note and in the judgment now
PACIFIC

GREAT reported
EASTERN

Ry de Farris K.C for the appellant

AimØ Geoffrion K.C and Lane for the respondent

The judgment of the court was delivered by

DUFF J.The controversies in this appeal relate to ques

tions of feet turning to some extent upon the effect of

documentary evidence and in part upon an appreciation

of the weight of oral evidence adduced at the trial upon

which the conclusions of the learned trial judge were set

aside by the Court of Appeal

The appellants had contract with the respondents

dated May 20 1926 for work on the respondents line of

iailway which work consisted of cut and fill where the

line crossed deep ravine The old line was carried on

trestle and the new line was to be supported by fill on

site adjacent to the trestle which was to be made with

earth excavated from bluff on the northerly side of the

ravine through which the cut was to pass

The contract stipulated for unit prices including over
haul per yard cent and contained this clause

12 The contract prices for the several classes ofexcavation shall be taken-

to include the cost of depositing the material in embankments crib work

and all other expenses connected therewith except extra haul which will

only be paid for where it exceeds five hundred 500 feet at so much per

yard per additional one hundred feet No allowance or compensation

whatever shall be due or peid to the contractor for any temporary roads

bridges or trestles he may make to facilitate his work

The appellants in excavating the cut proceeded from the

foot of the northerly slope of the bluff and by circuitous

route encircling the bluff on its westerly southwesterly and

southerly sides earned the earth to the site of the embank

ment The substantive issue is whether or not the appel

lants are entitled to be paid for overhaul at the rate

mentioned that is to say at the rate of cent per cubic

yard for every 100 feet of haul calculated by reference to

the length of the route act.ually followed in excess of 500

feet
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The view of the contract advanced by the respondents 1929

is that the contract phrases extra haul and overhaul GEORGIA

have by usage in construction contracts or at all events 0T
in railway construction contracts special and specific

meaning They signify according to this contention to

summarize it broadly that the length of the haul in respect EASTERN

of which the contractor is entitled to charge for overhaul
Ry.Co

is to be ascertained by taking the distance measured along Duff

the centre line of the railway in process of construction

between the projections first of the centre of mass of the

earth to be excavated in making the cut and second of

the embànkiæent and deducting therefrom 500 feet the

projections being for this purpose the several points on the

centre line nearest she respective centres of mass The

learned trial judge held that the usage alleged had not been

established and that the proper construction of the eon

tract is that contended for by the appellants The Court

of Appeal disagreed with this conclusion and accepted the

view advanced by the respondents

If the learned trial judge was right two further questions

will require consideration First whether on the facts

proved the appellants have established their right to have

their claim passed upon in the absence of certificate by

the engineer sanctioning it and second whether assuming

that to be so the appellants method of proceeding was an

unnecessarily expensive one or was dictated by the physical

conditions of the work and by the terms of the contract as

to the time of performance

shall consider these questions in the order in which

have stated them And first as to the construction of the

contract Usage of course where it is established may

annex an unexpressed incident to written contract but

it must be reasonably certain and so notorious and so gen

erally acquiesced in that it may be presumed to form an

ingredient of the contract Juggomohun Ghose Manick

chund In the Court of Appeal there was some dis

agreement with the view of the learned trial judge that the

respondents contention as to the effect of the contract was

based upon the alleged existence of usage or custom both

Martin J.A and MacDonald J.A expressing the opin

ion that they were confronted with question of interpreta

Moores Indian Appeals 263 at 282
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1929 tion merely The respondents tiemselves alleged the prac

GEORGIA tice they sought to prove as custom controlling the effect

of the contract and do not know that it is very material

whether you describe the subject of inquiry as question

of the existence of usage imparting speciai meaning to

EASTERN particular words when employed in contracts of given

class -or as question as to the existence of usage annex-
Duff

ing an incident to such contracts in virtue of the presence

of such words am disposed to think that the latter is

the more apt description of the question presented in this

case

In substance the question for the learned trial judge was

whether there was evidence to satisfy him judicially that

the alleged usage is to quote the language of Banks L.J in

Laurie v-.Dudin

so all pervading and so reasonable and so well known that everybody

doing business

in railway construction must be assumed to know it

and to contract subject to it am not satisfied that the

alleged usage has been established There is no doubt that

practice widely prevails of inserting in railway construc

tion contracts clause providing for the computation of

payment for overhaul according to the method contended

for by the respondents but in the text books engineering

manuals and writings by engineers produced there is no

basis for the view that the effect of the words used in the

contract before us is apart from such special stipulations

what is now contended More than one of the witnesses

called on behalf of the respondents admitted that he had

never in his own experience encountered case in which

the earth excavated in making the cut had to be carried

to the fill by circuitous route that is to say in which

carriage .along the line of railway was impracticable and

the circuitous route was not adopted to serve the con

venience of the contractor where overhaul had not been

calculated according to the length of the route actually

traversed Some said that they had never met case in

which carriage on that line was -not practicable Other

witnesses gave instances in which overhaul had been cal

culated accoiding to the rule advocated by the respondents

though circuitous route had -beeiì followed for the con-

95 L.J K.B 191 àt193
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venience of the contractor but not because shorter route 1929

was impracticable The engineer in charge McMillan GEoR
admitted he had never known case of carriage by cir

cuitous route being compensated for on the basis of mea-

surement along the line of the railway He had he stated JAC
adopted this course on one occasion when the earth had

1ASTN
been taken from borrow pit that is to say from an

excavation entirely outside the line of the railway in that

case he had measured the distance from the point on the

railway nearest the borrow pit to the centre of mass of

the fill but he admitted that the alleged usage had no

relation to such case and that in principle he had been

wrong
It was argued that method of computation of overhaul

commonly in use described as the method by mass

diagram would be incapable of application to case like

the present unless the distance were measured along the

centre line of the railway and this it is urged is sufficient

ground for treating that method of measurement as or

dained by the contract This argument involves obviously

the proposition that the method of mass diagram is so

essential to such computations or at all events so uni

versally employed as to require direction to employ it to

be implid as an incident of the contract Taking the evi

dence as whole do flot think this has been established

but in any ease there is evidence by witnesses called on

behalf of the respondents which it was quite open to the

learned trial judge to accept that this method by mass

diagram is applicable or may be applicable for the pur
pose of computing compensation for overhaul where the

material is taken from place outside the line on the rail

way borrow pit where the distance taken is that

of the actual haul and one Of the most important wit-

nesses called on behalf of the respondents explicitly admits

that such case presents no distinction in principle from

those cases where the earth is excavated on the line of the

railway Distinction in principle between the case of the

borrow pit and the case before us is not suggested

The appellants on the other hand called number of

engineers of long experience and high repute who denied

without qualification the existence of any usage such as

that alleged refer particularly to the evidence of Mr
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1929 Hazen the assistant chief engineer of the Canadian Na

GEORGLI
tional Railways He stated that according to his experi

CONSTiJC ence which had been chiefly in railway construction and

T1O which up to the time of the trial was of 39 years duration

where it is impracticable to haul the excavated material

EASTERN from the cut to the fill along the line of the railway and
Ry.Co

where longer route is followed for this reason by the con-

Duff
tractor and not for his own convenience the practice is to

compute the compensation for overhaul by reference to the

distance actually traversed and not to the distance between

the points on the centre line of the railway nearest the

centres of mass measured along that line

On this evidence the learned trial judge has held that

the respondents failed to prove the alleged usage am

unable myself to perceive any grounds upon which to

quote the phrase of Scrutton L.J in Laurie Dudin

the Court of Appeal could properly

interfere with the learned judge who saw the witnesses and heard thern

cross-examined and heard the way in which they gave their evidence

may add that with the learned trial judge am not satis

fied by the evidence that there is any practice of measur

ing distance for computing overhaul in the manner con

tended for so well recognized so well known among per

sons engaged in railway construction and so widely pre

vailing as to justify presumption that everybody who

enters into contract for such work does so with the inten

tion of being bound by that usage

do not doubt may add that the learned trial judge

in considering whether such widely prevailing and gener

ally recognized usage had been established took into

account as he was entitled to do the fact that neither the

Deputy Minister railroad engineer of life times experi

ence nor Mr Randall the companys chief engineer was

called as witness to affirm the existence of such usage

or that he did not fail to note the rather discreditable effort

of the respondents to create the impression in Mr Hazens

mind that he would be guilty of some impropriety in stat

ing as witness on behalf of the appellants his view that

no such usage exists

Second as to the absence of an engineers certificate

recognizing the appellants claim The pertinent clauses

95 L.J K.B 191 at 198
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of the contract may conveniently be set out together they 1W29

are these GSOROIA

The word engineer shall mean the chief engineer of the C0NSTRUO

company unless otherwise specified or his duly authorized agents lini-
TIONCO

ited by the particular duties respectively entrusted to them PAcIFIc

The engineer shall be the sole judge of work and material in re- GREAT

spect of both quantity and quality and his decision on all questions in EASTERN

dispute with regard thereto shall be final and no work under this contract
Ry.Co

shall be deemed to have been performed nor materials nor other things Duff

provided so as to entitle the contractor to payment therefor until the

engineer is satisfied therewith and has issued to the contractor his certifi

cate in writing in respect thereof

The work shall in every particular be under a.nd subject to the

control and supervision of the engineer and all orders directions or in

structions at any time given by the engineer with respect thereto or con

.cerning the conduct thereof shall be by the contractor promptly and effi

ciently obeyed performed and complied with to the satisfaction of the

engineer In particular and without limiting the foregoing the engineer

shall have the right to control blasting operations so as to protect the in

terests of the company and to avoid injury or damage from excessive or

improper blasting

10 The respective descriptions of work and materials or portions of

the works referred to in or covered by the individual items in the schedule

of prices embodied in the proposal annexed to this contract include not

only the particular kinds of work or materials mentioned in the said items

but also all and every kind of work labour tools plant materials equip

ment and things whatsoever necessary for the full execution completion

and delivery ready for use of such descriptions of work and materials

or of such respective portions of the works in accordance with the said

drawings and specifications and to the satisfaction of the engineer The

said schedule as whole is designed to cover not only the particular de

scriptions of work and materials mentioned therein but also all and every

kind of work labour tools plant material equipment and things what

soever necessary for the full execution completion and delivery finished

and ready for use for the entire work as herein contracted for in accord

ance with said drawings and specifications and the satisfaction of the

engineer in case of dispute as to what work labour tools plant materials

equipment and things are included in the works contracted for or in the

said schedule or any item thereof the decision of the engineer shall be

final and conclusive

27 The company covenants with the contractor that the contractor

having in all respects complied with the provisions of this contract will

be paid for and in respect of the works the various prices set out in the

schedule of prices embodied in the accepted proposal of the contractor

hereto annexed

28 Cash payments equal to about ninety per cent of the value of the

work done approximately estimated from progress measurements and

computed at the applicable schedule prices or the prices fixed with re

spect thereto as the case may be under the provisions of this contract

will be made to the contractor monthly on the written certificate of the

engineer stating that the work for or on account of which the certificate

is granted has been done and stating the value of such work computed
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1929 as above mentioned and the said certificate shall be condition precedent

to the right of the contractor to be paid the said ninety per cent or any

CONSTRUC- part thereof The remaining ten per cent shall be retained until the final

flON Co completion of the whole work to the satisfaction of the engineer and will be

id within two months after such completion The written certificate of

the engineer certifying to the final completion of the said works to his

EASTERX satisfaction shall be condition precedent to the right of the contractor

Ry CO to receive or to be paid the said remaining ten per cent or any part

Duff
thereof

The contractors appear to have commenced work under

the contract in the beginning of July 1926 gentleman

named MeMillan appears to have acted from the outset as

engineer in charge of this particular work and to have been

recognized as such by the directors of the respondent

although as far as we can see he wasnot formally app6inted

until December of that year Not until much later appar

ently not earlier than the end of March 1927 was there

chief engineer of the company who intervened in the con

tract The minutes of the directors show that on the 20th

of July 1926 the board decided that all progress estimates

of the engineer in charge of the diversion at Mile

137 should be submitted each month to the Deputy

Minister of Railways for checking and for certification

There is no suggestion that the Deputy Minister of Rail

w.ys who signs as chief engineer of the railways as well as

Deputy Minister was ever appointed chief engineer of this

company and the resolution indicates that it was in his

capacityas DeputyMinister that he was to check and cer

tify the piogress estimates The engineer for the purposes

of the contract as appears from the extraot already

quoted must be the chief engineer Of the company or an

agent of the chief engineer The respondents allege in the

statement of claim that McMillan was the engineer
within the meaning and for the purposes of the contract

It is not alleged that he was chief engineer of the com
pany or that he was an agent of the chief engineer admit

tedly he was not chieL engineer and obviously he was not

an agent of the chief engineer prior at least to March 1927

as there was no chief engineer to appoint an agent Fur

ther it is clear that McMillan had no authority even as

agent of the company to grant progress certificates all of

which in compliance with the resolution of the 20th July

1926 down to the appointment of the chief engineer

1927 areinfact the certificates of Mr Griffith the Deputy
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Minister Authority under the contract to give binding 1929

decision as to the contractors right to certificate McMil- GEORGIA

CONSTRUC
lan had none

TION Co

No express authority is given to the engineer by the con- PACIFIC

tract to pass on any question as to the construction of the
EASRN

contract As the engineer is to certifyto the performance Ry.Co

of the work contracted for as condition precedent of the jj
contractors right to be paid he is necessarily obliged to

read the contract and understand it but it is his duty to
and it is the right of the contractor that he shall give effect

to the provisions of the contract according to their proper

legal construction and his only authority to pass upon that

construction arises from and is incidental to his authority

to grant or withhold certificate It may perhaps be right

to observe although it adds nothing to what has already

been said that McMillan having no authority to grant

certificates or to decide upon the contractors right to

certificate was endowed with no authority even incident

ally to bind anybody or affect anybodys rights under the

contract by his views as to its meaning

The learned trial judge held that the

board of directors assumed the functions of the engineer under the

contra-ct

That appears to be an inference fairly warranted by the

correspondence and the resolutions passed by the board of

directors especially when read in light of the fact that for

nine months after the signing of the contract no engineer

was appointed In order of date These are as follow

July 13 1926

Mr MCMILLAN

Engineer

Bridge 137

Lillooet B.C

Referring to our conversation on Sunday last in -connection with the

overhaul claimed by the contractor write me by return mail full particu

lars of this together with their reason for claiming it

KILPATRICK
General Manager
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Mile 137 Lillooet Sub-Div
GEORGIA

July 14 1926
CONSTEUC-

TEON
KILPATRICK Esq

General manager
PACIFIC P.G.E Railway Co

GREAT Vancouver B.C
EASTERN
Rv Co In answer to your letter of July 13 the contractor purposes and is

Duff
making preparation to take out the cut north of the fill at 137 by haul-

ing out of the north end of the cut around by the P.G.E Railway track

to the fill south of the cut in question

In short talk with him he said he expected to be .paid overhaul on

this route as it is the only way to take the cut out given as reason why

he should be so paid

He was told that overhaul is constant the same as the number of

cubic feet in yard and that his contention could not be supported Not

much was said but he still had his idea in mind

The route to be used lengthens the distance over centre line direct

haul by from 3000 to 3500 feet

McMILLAN
Engineer in Charge of Diversion

Copy of resolutions in miriute book of defendant

July 20 1926

It was decided by the board- that all the progress estimates of the

engineer in charge of the work of the diversion at mile 1S7 should be

submitted each month to the Deputy Minister of Railways for checking

and for certification

Moved by Mr Kitchen and seconded by Mr Spencer that with

reference to the question of overhaul the- engineer in charge of the work

at diversion at mile 137 be instructed that the board cannot consider

any other than the shortest haul or nearest way

July 21 1926

Mr McMIuN
Engineer

Mile 137
Lillooet B.C

With reference to the question of overhaul am instruete4 to advise

you that the board of directors cannot consider any other than the short

est haul or nearest way
KILPATRICK

General Manager

September 10 1926

KILPATRICK Esq
General manager P.G.E Ry

Vancouver Block

Re contract overhaul

Your engineer Mr McMillan in-forms me he has instructions to the

effect that overhaul on our contract at mile l37 Lillooet is not to be
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measured over the length of the dinky track but over straight line from 19
the point where the material originally lies to the ifil

You will recollect that when the writer was looking over the ground

with yourself and others that proposed the present method of doing the ION Co
work and again on the day of signing the contract was asked how pro-

posed to do the work when again proposed the present route for haul- PACIFIC

ing as being the only feasible one If it was the intention to allow over- EARN
haul by direct line should have been so advised at that time eon- Ri Co
tend that the work cannot be effectively done by steam shovel in any

other way and am willing to submit the question to any practical two Duff

steam shovel men and abide by their decision

For the above reasons contend that overhaul must be allowed over

the route the material has to be hauled and not over the direct line If

you decide otherwise we may be compelled to close down the steam

shovel part of the work Please advise at your earliest convenience and

oblige

GEORGIA CONSTRUCTION CO LTD
Per Nickson

September 14 196

letter was read from the Georgia Construction Company Limited

protesting the decision of the directors that they could not consider any

other than the shortest haul or nearest way and on motion duly seconded

it was resolved that they be advised that we expect them to carry out the

terms of their contract and that our interpretation of its conditions re

garding overhaul is as previously advised

September 15 1926

GEORGIA CONSTRUCTION Co LTD
Bank of Toronto Building

Vancouver B.C

am in receipt of your letter of 10th inst which was submitted to

the board of directors at meeting here yesterday and am instructed

to advise you that we expect you to carry out the terms of your contract

and that our interpretation of its conditions regarding overhaul is as

previously advised you by our Mr McMillan engineer in charge

KILPATRICK
General Manager

November 23 1926

Messrs GEORGIA CONSTRUCTION Co LTD
Bank of Toronto Building

Vancouver B.C

beg to advise you that your letter of 12th instant was submitted to

the board of directors at meeting here yesterday and was instructed

to advise you that the board can see no reason for changing the decision

made which was communicated to you at their meeting on July 20
namely that no other than the shortest haul or nearest way would be

considered

KILPATRICK
General Manager
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iO9 These resolutions and communications all point to the

GRGIA conclusion at which the learned trial judge arrived and ex

.pessed in the sentence quoted above

.v On behalf of the respondents it was argued that the

directors did nothing more than accept the decision of

ERASTRN McMillan The learned trial judge while accepting

McMillans statement in his letter as the expression of his

own opinion did not accept the view advanced by the re

spondents as to the conduct of the directors it was his

view that the directors had taken the matter into their own

hands and had issued instructions to McMillan as their

own agent concerning the interpretation of the contract

The oral evidence adduced by the respondents in support

of their allegations that the board had treated McMillan

as an independent umpire and had deferred to his decisions

as such was not regarded by the trial judge as of sufficient

weight to overbear the inferences arising from the tone and

substance of the documents and from the undisputed facts

am not convinced that the learned trial judge was

wrong especially in view of the fact that neither Mr Grif

fith the Deputy Minister who for nine months certified to

the progress estimates nor Mr Rindal who was appointed

chief engineer apparently in March 1927 was called as

witness although both of them must have had not little

knowledge of the relations between the board of directors

and the companys engineers.

But the matter does not rest there If McMillan had

possessed power to certify under the contract it is at least

questionable whether he had not already disqualified him

self before the time came to grant progress certificate

from passing upon the construction of the clause in ques

tion At the trial he avowed without hesitation that from

the outset he had formed an opinion as to the effect of the

clause an opinion based upon his own experience which

had not it appears embraced similarcase that is to say

any case in which compensation for circuitous haul had

been based upon the distance measured along the centre

line of the railroad This opinion was in accordance with

the respondents contention he declared with emphasis

that he had decided the question finally without consult

ing other engineers and that his mind was not open to in

fiuence from argument upon it
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The following is passage from McMillans evidence 1929

Let me put it to you this way You told me in discoveryI dont GEORGIA

want to need to refer to itthat you had never known case of this kind CONSTRUC

beforeA Yes TION CO

And you also told me on discovery that so far as your experience PACIFIC

was concerned you had never known case where material was measured GREAT

any other way than the way it was actually hauledA Yes EASTERN

Yes so this was the first time in all your experience where you
TO

were confronted with the problem of saying whether you should measure Duff

overhaul in way other than it was hauledA Yes

Yes and at that time you had read no authorities on it had you
Only in so far as have followed the method used by the railway

companies was employed with

But that didnt deal with this special case Dont nod your head

No
So that you hadnt any experience then to help you on this special

case had youA No
And you at that time had no opportunity or took occasion to

read any authorities to post yourself on the questionA No
Nor had you sought the advice of any independent engineer to

advise you in itA No
No Well now acting as judge between the bodies you would

at that time with your limited experience be quite open to receiving fur

ther information as authority wouldnt youA No didnt consider

my experience limited

You did not and yet you tell me that you never have had experi

ence to meet the caseA No
And you say that your mind was so settled then that if authorities

had been shown you dealing with such special case that you would not

have given them considerationA didnt think authorities could be

shown showing anything differext

see so your mind was settled on this thing which you have never

had any experience with right from the start you hadnt an open mind to

consider any authorities if they were suggested to youA My mind was

settled

Your mind was settled you were not open to any argument on

the matterA No
So that if the Manual of Engineering had been produced and stated

contrary it would not have had any effect on youA No
If authorities like Mr Hazen of the Canadian National Railway

had been quoted to you or if you had seen him personally and he had

told you that in his experiencethat he had experience in special cases of

this kindthat it should be paid for that would have had no effect on

youA No
So that you are prepared to say that you had decided without

authority and without seeing anyA No had the authority of my
experience

Well tell me any case in your experience that touched the case

had no experience that touched the case

No so that the authority of your experience being none that was

sufficient for your purposeA The authorities of my experience taught

me that in no other waywas overhaul calculated
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1929 There is high authority for the proposition that an engi

GRGIA neer or architect who has lapsed into that attitude of mind

CONSTR- is disqualified from acting as umpire under such contract

as this Per Lindley L.J in Jackson Barry Railway Co
PACIFIC

GREAT

%ASTN At later stage chief engineer was appointed Mr Rin

dal and the appellants having in April 1927 requested

that the points in difference should be submitted to

arbitration report was made by him in which he ex

pressed an opinion which accorded with that expressed by

the board of directors in its instructions to McMillan But

the board of directors long before that had assumed the

function of chief engineer they had thereby placed them
selves in position in which they were precluded from in

sisting on the observance of the stipulations of the contaact

requiring certificate by an engineer clothed with author

ity under the contract

The last question to be dealt with is that which arises

upon the respondents allegation that it was quite practic

able to make the cut through the bluff by proceeding from

the southerly slope and in such manner that the material

excavated could be hauled to the fill by the direct route

that is to say along the centre line of the railway

The evidence is overwhelming that Nickson the man

ager of the appellants proceeded with the cut under the

belief that this course was not practicable and that the

only practicable method was that adopted by him He says

that before the execution of the contract he informed Ku
patrick the respondents superintendent of his plan and

Kilpatrick although he says he cannot remember this com
munication will not deny that it took place It is admitted

that at no time did McMillan or Kilpatrick or any other

person on behalf of the respondents suggest to the appel

lants that their method was an unnecessarily expensive one

Indeed it is not open to dispute that according to the view

of the officials of the respondents the appellants were pro

ceeding in proper and workmanlike manner report by

Mr Griffith the Deputy Minister and chief engineer of the

responderits on the 23rd of July 1927 contains this

paragraph

1893 Ch at 244and 245
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In view of the knowledge we now have of the material in the bottom 1929

of the cut we believe that the system chosen by the contractors of hand-

ling the work is the only way in which the contract could be completed

anywhere near the time allotted for the work and there is no doubt that
TION Co

the material placed in the embankment has been placed there at loss

An objection was raised on the argument as to the admis-

sibility of this report which shall discuss presently In srN
practical sense this expression of opinion seems to be con

clusive Mr Griffith as already mentioned had for nine
Duff

months been responsible for progress certificates and was

no doubt fully acquainted with the work in every detail

It was the duty of the contractors to endeavour to com

plete the work within the time specified by the contract

and if in order to accomplish that object they adopted what

they conceived to be the only practicable means of doing so

and if their view was based upon reasonable grounds and

they acted in entire good faith they are entitled to be

paid for what they did according to the terms of the con

tract This report seems to be conclusive upon the point

that their plan was reasonable and that they were right

in adopting it Even if one were convinced by considera

tions ex post facto that another course would have proved

less expensive that is not ground for depriving them of

the compensation when it appears that the measures they

adopted were reasonable and necessary not only in their

own view but in the view of the officials of the railway

company as well

As to the admissibility of the report The document

was tendered by Mr Farris and although no objection was

taken to its admissibility counsel for the respondents re
marked that the letter was without prejudice The docu

ment was admitted and no exception to its admissibility

was taken at any stage of the proceedings prior to the oral

argument in this court Obviously counsel for the re

spondents was aware that the document could have been

excluded if he had pressed an objection against it And
there appears to be not little reason for thinldng that

he had his clients interest in view in not doing so
have already noticed the fact that the respondents called

neither of the gentlemen who signed this report as wit-

ness Whatever be the explanation of that no doubt the

appellants had some good reason for not doing so If the

objection had been pressed Mr Farris would no doubt
826213k
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1929 have felt obliged to call them as witnesses himself as coun

GEORGIA
sel for the respondents must have realized He seems to

CoNsT7JC
have elected deliberately not to press the obvious objection

to the document In these circumstances the objection

comes think too late

EASTERN The appeal should be allowed and the judgment of the

learned trial judge restored yith costs in all the courts

Duff

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors for the appellant Farris Farris Stultz Sloan

Solicitors for the respondent Mayers Locke Lane
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